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Introduction

This document summarizes research works made by the author in this year under the research project
COST 274.

The first part concerns of the knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) process in a relation to the most
important Modules of the Modern Database Systems.  It stresses the fact that there is very important to
have clear understanding of database complexity to be able to develop and design new KDD methods.

The second part introduces the GUHA Frameworks which are understand by the author as the
backbone of a research for the hole time period of the COST 274 duration.
There are four frameworks concern of the GUHA Virtual Machine (GVM) design:

- The General Framework,
- The Analytical Processing Framework,
- The Structuring Framework,
- The Decision Support Modeling Framework.

The main longtime goal of the second part is understanding of a workflows, typical for analytical and
decision support areas.

The GVM Concept in the third part focuses two views.
The Logical View
This part of the GVM Concept describes functional aspects of the GUHA virtual machine. It captures
IT realizable parts of workflows and converts them into functional and logical diagrams. The Logical
View reflects the Architect’s thinking and understanding.
The Physical View
This part of the GVM Concept describes implementation aspects of the GUHA virtual machine. It
captures components and component’s structures needed to cover functional aspects. The Physical
View reflects the Designer’s thinking and understanding.

The main research items proposed for the next year are included in the part 4.
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1. The GUHA method and knowledge discovery in databases

1.1. The GUHA method and data mining

The GUHA method was originally developed as exploratory data analysis tool in mid-sixties /1/.
Analysts at those time dealt with only small set of analytically interesting data, which were collected by
a proprietary methods. Rapid changes in the area of analytical processing and data mining sufficiently
change current situation.  Compared with modern data mining methods GUHA lacks a tightly coupling
to the database technology. At the same time GUHA has several features typical for data mining /2/:

- search for relationships hidden in the data,
- limiting the search to relationships interesting according to some predefined criteria,
- focus on relationships that can not be found in a trivial way,
- automating the search as far as possible,
- optimization to avoid blind search whenever possible.

1.2. The four Modules of the modern Database System

The approach is to break down the entire database system into functional modules that serve different
needs. The different modules are /3/:

a) OLTP – The OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) database stores
current data – that’s to say data which the database needs to run its
applications; it’s only necessary to keep a small amount of history.

b) ODS –  Operational Data Store. Consolidated data used for day to day
reporting. Such data is frequently consolidated from several disparate
sources, with some degree of pre-aggregation performed, in order to save
query time.

c) Data Warehouse – Grand data store for holding nearly all organization
data and its history.

d) Data Mart – Specialized data store optimized  for aggregations, used for
specific situations, and held as a subset of data warehouse. Data marts are
generally processed using  a technology known as Online Analytical
Processing (OLAP).

OLTP
The OLTP database contains the data used in everyday transactions in the process of conducting
business.
The structure of the OLTP data store is built using normalization /5,6/. Normalization reduces the
amount of redundant data, helping to prevent modification anomalies. A primary goal of the OLTP
database is integrity of current corporate data. This is achieved by following two principles:

- Storing each current piece of data in a single place where it can be edited, so that any
change is reflected everywhere else that it is used.

- Providing transactional support, so that multiple database alterations all have to take
place together. If one of the alterations in the transaction fails none of the others
should be allowed to occur.

There is not suitable to develop interface between OLTP module and GUHA at least for the following
reasons:

- high frequency of a data tables updates
- high cost of operations thanks to multiple joins, required to synthesize analytically

interesting data set.
    

ODS
This module is designed to try and address some of the problems associated with the OLTP concept
which can be summarized as follows:

- OLTP databases generally have a complicated structure with many tables. The data
structures can be quite complex to understand, and querying information may require
creative use of the SQL language.
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- Many OLTP have a large number of detailed records. Day-to day operations
probably don’t require access to every daily transaction, but will likely need to be
able to obtain summations of the data.

ODS is responsible for limited “de-normalization”, when  particular timely limited set of data are
synthesized and stored together.

There is not suitable to develop interface between ODS module and GUHA because ODS data sets
include only operational information, not suitable for tactical and strategic analyses and decisions.

Data Warehouse
The primary use of the data warehouse is to support decision making, by storing as much historical
information from the organization as necessary. Decision support is a generic term that  refers to being
able to answer the difficult questions about how an organization is doing.

A development of a interface between Data Warehouse module and GUHA is reasonable; it will open a
possibility to use automatically generated hypotheses for decision support. Any appropriate reduction
and transformation tasks have to be developed to decrease large amount of hypotheses.

Data Marts
A data mart is a distinctive segment of a data warehouse and usually pertains to either the specific
needs of a division or department  within an organization. It is built using special database structures
known as star or snowflake schemas. Star schemas are actually simple databases with a single fact table
connected to a set of dimension tables that categorize the facts in the fact tables. It should be noted
that data in the fact table is primarily numeric. Snowflake schemas are simply an extension of star
schemas where the fact tables may also be dimension tables.
The generic building unit of Data marts is a Cube.  It is the Conceptual container of detailed values
from a single fact table, along with all possible aggregations for one or more dimension hierarchies /7/.
There exist an SQL-like language to access the data in a data mart – MDX – Multidimensional
Expressions.

A development of a interface between Data Mart module and GUHA is reasonable; it will open a
possibility to use automatically generated hypotheses for analysis and data mining. There are various
possibilities how to develop this interface.

1.3. Discovery outside databases

There is also discovery in science, which has been automated simultaneously with discovery in
databases. Research on scientific discovery can be split into discovery of empirical lows and discovery
of hidden structure / 9 /.
The very important for this direction is a Domain Expert, who understand a particular scientific field.
Discovery in science produces specific databases. Some of them may be investigated by the same way,
as ordinary databases.

GUHA support for discovery in science is principally  possible.

1.4. Knowledge discovery steps

Some difficulties have to be overcome on the border between GUHA terminology and terminology,
used for information systems. They can be overcome taking into consideration very similar
understanding of the term “information system” and the term “observational model” /3/. This unified
approach gives us possibility to drill down into knowledge discovery process step by step /10/:

S01: Developing an understanding of the application domain, the relevant prior knowledge, and the
        goal of the end user.
S02: Creating or selecting a target data set.
S03: data cleaning and preprocessing: this step includes tasks like removing noise and imputation of
        missing values.
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S04: Data reduction: Finding useful features to represent the data depending on the goal of the task.
         This may include dimensionality reduction or transformation.
S05: Matching the goals to a particular data mining method such as classification, decision support
        tree, regression, clustering etc.
S06: Model and hypothesis selection, choosing the data mining algorithms and methods to be used for
        searching for data patterns.
S07: Data mining.
S08: Interpreting mined patterns.
S09: Acting on discovered knowledge.

The GUHA method relates to the steps S05 – S09. A lot of questions are open:
- the relationships of the GUHA to the other data mining algorithms and  methods,
- the criteria for a choice of the optimal combination of method in dependency on

application domain or a particular target data set
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2. The GVM Frameworks

As we sow in the previous chapter, GUHA method will be spread across few steps of the knowledge
discovery. This is the main reason to think about a GUHA as a set of specialized components. All such
components must cooperate together as well as with their environment. For the sake of simplicity we
shall call this set of GUHA components the GVM – GUHA Virtual Machine.
The degree of a GUHA efficiency in relation to the KDD will be strongly dependent on many factors.
Most of these factors will be well understood only in the context of an appropriate framework.
There are four frameworks concern of the GVM design:

- The General Framework,
- The Analytical Processing Framework,
- The Structuring Framework,
- The Decision Support Modeling Framework.

2.1. The General Framework

This framework consists of two loops (Fig. 2.1). The first loop (hypotheses driven loop) includes three
processing nodes:

- Node 1: Information Gathering, Classification and Cleaning
- Node 2: Structuring Information in accordance with RDBM rules (E.F.Codd)
- Node 3: Analytical Processing

General Framework for the GVM DesignGeneral Framework for the GVM Design

Node 1: Information Gathering, 
Classification and cleaning

Node 2: Structuring information
In accordance with RDM rules

Node 3: Analytical Processing

Node 4: Decision Support 
Modeling

FW1: 
GUHA – AP Framework

FW2: GUHA – DB 
Structuring Framework

FW3: GUHA – DSM
Framework

Hypotheses driven
loop

Decision driven
loop

          Fig. 2.1.

The second loop (decision driven loop) includes two processing nodes:
- Node 3:  Analytical Processing
- Node 4: Decision Support Modeling

There are three particular frameworks within the General Framework which allow us to elaborate with
GUHA components design:

- FW1: GUHA – Analytical Processing (AP) Framework,
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- FW2: GUHA – Database (DB) Structuring Framework,
- FW3: GUHA – Decision Support Modeling (DSM) Framework.

2.2. The Analytical Processing Framework

2.2.1.  A brief vocabulary
The most important terms using in the analytical processing are briefly explained.

M1: Dimension is a list of labels that can be used to cross-tabulate values from other dimensions
M2: Measure is a summarizable numerical value used to monitor business activity
M3: Member is a single item within a dimension
M4: Hierarchy means levels of aggregation within a single dimension
M5: Level means a layer of aggregation within a dimension hierarchy
M6: Aggregation means summarized values of a measure
M7: Fact table means the relational database table that contains values for one or more measures at the
        lowest level of detail for one or more dimensions
M8: Cube means the conceptual container of detail values from a single fact table, along with  all
        possible aggregations for one or more dimension hierarchies.

2.2.2.  Dimensions in Data Analysis
In the world of data warehousing, a summarizable numerical value that we use to monitor our business
is called a measure. When looking for numerical information, our first question is which measure we
want to see. We could look at, say, Sales Dollars, at Shipment Units, at Defects Per Hour, or at Ad
Campaign Responses. Suppose that we ask to see a report of the company's Units Sold.
Here's what we get:

113

Looking at the one value doesn't tell us much. We want to break it out into something more
informative. For example, how has the company done over time? We ask for a monthly analysis, and
here's the new report:

January February March April
14 41 33 25

The company has been operating for four months, so across the topy of the report we find four labels
for the months. Rather than the one value we had before, we now find four values. The months
subdivide the original value. The new number of values equals the number of months. This is
analogous to calculating linear distances in the physical world: the length of a line is simply the length.
Because the company sells more products, we enhance our table by rows:

January February March April
Colony Blueberry Muffins 6 17
Colony Cranberry Muffins 6 16 6 8
Sphinx Bagels 8 25 21

If the company sells three products, so down the left side of the report are the three product names.
Each product subdivides the monthly values. Mean while, the four labels for the months are still
across the top of the report. We now have 12 values to consider. The number of values equals the
number of products times the number of months. This is analogous to calculating the area of a
rectangle in the physical world: area equals the rectangle's length times its width. The report even
looks like a rectangle.
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The comparison to a rectangle, however, applies only to the arithmetic involved, not to the shape of the
report. Our report could be organized differently- it could just as easily look like this:

Colony Blueberry Muffins January
Colony Blueberry Muffins February

Colony Blueberry Muffins March 6

Colony Blueberry Muffins April 17

Colony Cranberry Muffins January 6

Colony Cranberry Muffins February 16

Colony Cranberry Muffins March 6
Colony Cranberry Muffins April 8

Sphinx Bagels January 8
Sphinx Bagels February 25

Sphinx Bagels March 21

Sphinx Bagels April

Whether we display the values in a list like the one above (where the numerical values form a line)
or display them in a grid (where they form a rectangle): we still have the potential for 12 values if we
have four monthly values for each of three products. Our report has 12 potential values because the
products and the months are independent. Each product gets its own sales value- even if that value is
zero-for each month.

Suppose that our company sells in two different states and we'd like to know how each product is
doing each month in each state. Adding another set of labels indicating the states our company uses,
and we get a new report, one that looks like this:

          January February March 
April

WA Colony Blueberry Muffins 30 10
       Colony Cranberry Muffins 3 16 6
       Sphinx Bagels 4 16 6
OR  Colony Blueberry Muffins 3 7
       Colony Cranberry Muffins 3 8
       Sphinx Bagels 4 9 I5

The report now has two labels for the states, three labels for products (each shown twice), and four
labels for months. It has the potential for showing 24 values, even if some of those value cells are
blank. The number of potential values equals the number of states times the number of products times
the number of months. This is analogous to calculating the volume of a cube in the physical world:
volume equals the length of the cube times its width times its height.
Our report doesn't really look like a cube-it looks more like a  rectangle. Again, we could rearrange it to
look like a list, and the beginning of the list would look like this:

WA Colony Blueberry Muffins January
WA Colony Cranberry Muffins January 3
WA Sphinx Bagels January 4
OR Colony Blueberry Muffins January
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OR Colony Cranberry Muffins January 3 
OR Sphinx Bagels January 4 
WA Colony Blueberry Muffins February
WA Colony Cranberry Muffins February 16
WA Sphinx Bagels February 16

Whichever way we lay out our report, it has three independent lists of labels, and the total number of
potential values in the report equals the number of unique items in the first independent list of labels
(for example, two states) times the number of unique items in the second independent list of labels
(three products) times the number of unique items in the third independent list of labels (four
months). Because the phrase independent list of labels is wordy, and because the arithmetic used to
calculate the number of potential values in the report is identical to the arithmetic used to calculate
length, area, and volume-measurements of spatial extension-in place of independent list of labels,
data warehouse designers borrow the term dimension from mathematics. Remember that this is a
borrowed term.
A data analysis dimension is very different from a physical dimension. Thus, our report has three
dimensions-State, Product, and Time-and the report's number of values equals the number of items
in the first dimension times the number of items in the second dimension, and so forth. Using the
term dimension doesn't say anything about how the labels and values are displayed in a report or
even about how they should be stored in a database.

Each time we've created a new dimension, the items in that dimension have conceptually related to
one another-for example, they are all products, or they are all dates. Accordingly, items in a
dimension are called members of that dimension.

Now complicate the report even more. Perhaps we want to see dollars as well as units. We get a new
report that looks like this:

                                                           January February March April
        U    $ U    $ U    $ U    $

WA Colony Blueberry Muffins 3     7 .44         10    24.80
Colony Cranberry Muffins      3    7.95  16   42.40 6    15.90
Sphinx Bagels        4    7.32 16   29.28 6    10.98

OR Colony Blueberry Muffins 3    7 .44 7    17.36
Colony Cranberry Muffins     3    7.95 8    21.20
Sphinx Bagels        4    7.32   9     16.47      15   27 .45

U=Units; $=Dollars

Because units and dollars are independent of the State, Product, and Time dimensions, they form what
we can think of as a new, fourth dimension, which we could call a Measures dimension.
The number of values in the report still equals the product of the number of members in each
dimension:
2 times 3 times 4 times 2, which equals 48. But there is not-and there does not need to be-any kind of
physical world analogue. Remember that the word dimension is simply a convenient way of saying
independent list of labels, and having four (or twenty or sixty) independent lists is just as easy as
having three. It just makes the report bigger.

In the physical world, the object we're measuring changes depending on how many dimensions there
are. For example, a one-dimensional inch is a linear inch, but a two-dimensional inch is a square
inch, and a three-dimensional inch is a cubic inch. A cubic inch is a completely different object from
a square inch or a linear inch. In our report, however, the object that our measure as our add
dimensions is always the same: a numerical value. There is no difference between a numerical value
in a "four-dimensional" report and a numerical value in a "one-dimensional" report. In the
reporting world, an additional dimension simply creates a new, independent way to subdivide a
measure.
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Although adding a fourth or fifth dimension to a report is not a meta-physical act, that's not to say
that adding a new dimension is trivial. Suppose that we start with a report with two dimensions:
30 products and 12 months, or 360 possible values. Adding three new members to the product
dimension increases the number of values in the report to 396, a 10 percent increase. Adding a third
dimension with three new members, however, increases the number of values in the report to 1080, a
300 percent increase.

2.2.3  Hierarchies in Data Analysis
When an organization is small or hasn't been around for a long time, it's easy to understand the
business simply by looking at the detailed numbers. For example, if there is a company that has been
in business for only four months and it has only three products, we can comfortably analyse data at
the lowest level of detail. Psychological studies indicate that most people can easily comprehend
about seven items-or seven groups of items [[[[17]]]]. Grouping-aggregating is the way that humans deal
with numerous items. Once the company has sold products for more than six months, we'll
undoubtedly want to start looking at the values by quarter as well as by month. Likewise, once the
company has more than a dozen products, we'll probably want to group the products into product
lines or product groups. But how do aggregations such as quarters and product lines fit into
dimensions?

Generally, we think of members in a dimension as "belonging together." January and February
naturally seem to belong together and clearly should reside in the same dimension. January and Colony
Blueberry Muffins don't naturally belong together and clearly should not reside in the same dimension.
But what about the members January and Qtr1? Do they belong together?

Remember that a dimension is really an independent list of labels for the report. To decide whether
new members belong in a new dimension or in an existing dimension, imagine the new members as
the column headings of a report, with the members of the existing dimension forming the row
headings. If the new members are independent, we should-at least potentially-have a value each time
they intersect. But look at a report that shows months on the rows and quarters on the columns:

Qtr1 Qtr2
January 14
February 41
March 33
April 25
May 29
June 39

Half the cells are empty, and it's not coincidental. There is no such thing as a January in Qtr2, just as
there's no April in Qtr1. The report looks silly. Putting the two quarters in a dimension other than the
Time dimension multiplies the total number of values by two but also guarantees that half of the values
will always be empty. So the number of true potential values has not changed. In fact, the report with
quarters on the columns never shows us what we want to see, which is the total for each quarter.

  The report we want looks more like this:

Qtr1 88
January 14
February 41
March 33

Qtr2 93
April 25
May 29
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June 39
Months and quarters are not completely independent members and should not appear in separate
dimensions. The quarter totals are simply aggregations of the month totals, and they belong in the same
dimension. There is, however, something different between Qtr1 and January. For one thing, we
probably want the January label to be indented more than the Qtr1 label. And there's something similar
about the labels Qtr1 and Qtr2.

Even though the words Month and Quarter don't appear in the report, we naturally refer to the
labels January, February, and so forth as months, and we refer to the labels Qtr1, Qtr2, and so forth
as quarters. Months and quarters form a hierarchy within the Time dimension, and each degree of
summarization is referred to as a level. For example, in this Time dimension, January and February
are members of the Month level, and Qtr1 and Qtr2 are members of the Quarter level. As time goes
on and we add more months and quarters, we'll eventually add a Year level to the dimension's
hierarchy. A dimension containing more than a few members almost always breaks into a hierarchy,
and a hierarchy, by definition, contains levels.

When we have a hierarchy in a dimension, sometimes we'll want to see the entire hierarchy sometimes
we'll want to see only the top one or two levels, and sometimes we'll want to see only the lowest level.
We can use the term - members to describe either aIl the members in the entire dimension or only the
members of a specific level within the dimension. For example, the members of the Time dimension
include years and quarters as well as months, and the members of the Months level within the Time
dimension do not include any years or quarters. The members at the lowest level of detail are called
leaf members. A dimension cannot exist without leaf members, but it is possible to have a dimension
with nothing but leaf members-that is, with only one level. For example, in the Measures dimension, it
doesn't make sense to sum the total of  Units and Dollars.

Some hierarchies, such as Time, are balanced: if there are months under Qtr1, there will also be months
under Qtr2, Qtr3, and Qtr4. In a balanced hierarchy, it's easy to give names to levels. For example, the
levels in a typical Time hierarchy might have the names Year, Quarter, and Month.

1998

Qtr2 Qtr3

Jul Sep

Qtr1

AugApr JunMayJan MarFeb

Qtr4

DecNovOct

Fig.2.2

Some hierarchies unbalanced. An organization chart is often unbalanced. For example, in many
companies, there might be many more people-and thus many more levels of management-in the
Manufacturing organization than in Human Resources. In an unbalanced hierarchy, it's often difficult to
give names to specific levels, but leaf members are always the ones that have no children below them.
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Sheri Nowmer

Darren Stanz Maya Gutierrez

Brenda Blumberg Jonathan Murrain

Rebecca Kanagi Walter Cavestary

Fig. 2.3

Some hierarchies appear to blur the distinction between unbalanced and 4 balanced. For example,
in a geographic hierarchy, you might have easily named levels-Country, Region, and State-but skip
the Region level for certain States. J This really is a balanced hierarchy (because there are easily
named levels), but  the parents of some of the members are missing or invisible. A hierarchy that
hides some of the parent members is called a ragged hierarchy.

Washington

North 
America

USA Canada Mexico

Northwest

Oregon California British 
Columbie

District
Federal

Zacatecas

Fig. 2.4.

Analysis Services gives us a great deal of flexibility in defining balanced or unbalanced hierarchies,
whether ragged or not. A dimension always has leaf members. The hierarchy simply defines how
(and whether) the values for leaf members are summarized.

2.2.4. The Structure of a Data Warehouse
Analysis Services makes it easy for a client application to create reports that use multiple
dimensions, but the values displayed in the report ultimately come from a relational data warehouse.
Analysis Services assumes that we already have a relational data warehouse.
Analysis Services requires a data warehouse with a very specific form-a form characterized by a fact
table.
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A fact table is a table in the relational data warehouse that stores the detailed In a detailed for
measures, or facts. A fact table that stores Dollars and Units by State, by Product, and by Month has
five columns, conceptually similar to those in the following sample:

State Product Month Units Dollars
WA Colony Cranberry Muffins January 3 7.95
WA Sphinx Bagels January 4 7.32
OR Colony Cranberry Muffins January 3 7.95
OR Sphinx Bagels January 4 7.32
WA Colony Cranberry Muffins February         16            42.40

In these sample rows from a fact table, the first three columns-State, Product, and Month-are key
columns. The remaining two columns-Units and Dollars-contain measure values. Each column in a
fact table should be either a key or a measure.

To be usable by Analysis Services, the fact table must contain a column for each measure. A Sales
warehouse might contain two measure columns-one for Dollars and one for Units. A shop-floor
warehouse might contain three measure columns-one for Units, one for Minutes, and one for Defects.
In a report,  we can think of the measures as forming a separate dimension. That is, we can put Units
and Crones/Dollars side by side as column headings, or we can put Units and Crones/Dollars as row
headings. In the fact table, however, each measure appears as a separate column.

To be usable by Analysis Services, the fact table must contain rows at the lowest level of detail we
might want to retrieve for a measure. In other words, the fact table contains rows only for leaf
members of each dimension. Analysis Services cannot use a fact table that stores aggregates, such as
quarter and year totals. For example, if a State dimension includes a hierarchy, consisting of State,
Region, and Country, only the members from the State level appear in the fact table. Analysis
Services will create all the summarized values. In the fact table, specifying a single leaf member for
each dimension should identify a single row.

The sample rows in the preceding table illustrate the conceptual layout of a fact table. Actually, a fact
table almost always uses an integer key for each member, rather than a descriptive name. Because a
fact table tends to include an incredible number of rows in a reasonably large warehouse, the fact table
might easily have millions of rows-using an integer key can substantially reduce the size of the fact
table. The key column for a date dimension might be either an integer key or a Date value. The actual
layout of a fact table might look more like that of the following sample rows:

STATE-ID PROD-ID Month           Sales-Units Sales-
Dollars

   1    589 1/1/1998 3 7.95
   1  1218 1/1/1998 4 7.32
   2    589 1/1/1998 3 7.95
   2  1218 1/1/1998 4 7.32
   1    589 2/1/1998            16            42.40
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2.3. The Structuring Framework

This framework relates to the data models. We shall investigate three data models, starting from the
most general up to the most specialized.

2.3.1. The Data model
We assume that Data model has the following parts ) see Fig. 2.5) /10/:

a) A domain D of interest
b) A system E, which consists of a body of data and relations among data, called an empirical

system, and a mapping e: D -> E, called operationalisation
c) A representation system M (called a numerical or graphical system), and a mapping m: E ->

M, called scaling which maps the data and the relations among the data to a numerical or
graphical scale.

d) The researcher ( the Domain Expert)

Researcher

Empirical system

Domain of Interest
Numerical or 

graphical System

Operationalisation Scaling

          Fig. 2.5.

The Data model may be used for more deeper investigation based on the application of a Rough set
data analysis approach.

2.3.2. The OLAP model
This model takes into consideration multidimensional nature of the OLAP storage unit – the cube - and
its relationships to the flat tables, derived from OLTP tables. Derivation process relates to the KDD 3
(see paragraph 1. ..).
Regardless of the source tables, what’s important is that the derivation process guarantees that the
integrity of the data is maintained and that nonsensical data never gets into any of the target tables.
The required integrity must be achieved on the RDBMS level before transition data for analytical
processing. ( Node 2 in the hypotheses driven loop is responsible for it (see Fig. 2.1. )).
The normalization process helps us to create data structures that don’t require the same data to be
entered multiple times. An example of the well structured tables is in the Fig. 2.6. This part of database
was built to support customer ordering . It includes Customers table, an Orders table, an Order Details
table, an Products table and an Categories table. Updates of Customer relevant information don’t touch
Products and vice versa. The intelligent use of references reduces redundant data entry and makes the
model efficient. Figure 2.6 shows how the efficiency of this model increases its complexity, making it
somewhat more difficult for users to understand.

There is also another site effect of a normalized database – they are complex queries.  It seems to
be specially interesting in a GUHA context, because queries are the necessary mechanism how to
retrieve data for hypotheses.

Let ‘s say that we want to use a SQL query to retrieve all the names of customers who purchased
seedlings in April, 1998, along with the quantity and date of each purchase.
The query would look something like this:
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SELECT
cst.CompanyName,
ord.ShippedDate,
prd.ProductName,
COUNT(1) AS qty

FROM customers cst
JOIN [orders] ord

ON cst.CustomersId = ord.CustomerID
JOIN [order details] det

ON det.ordered = ord.ordered
JOIN [products] prd

ON det.productid = prd.productid
WHERE ord.ShippedDate BETWEEN ‘4/1/1998’ AND ‘5/1/1998’
AND prd.productname = ‘seedlings’
GROUP BY

cst.CompanyName,
ord.ShippedDate,
prd.ProductName

Query like this seems to be complicated, but there is no other way how to retrieve information from
normalized database.
The alternative approach is to create new structure, including all required information in one table.
Process like this is known as denormalizing.
When the database is denormalized, the query shown in the earlier example looks like this.

SELECT
CompanyName,
ShippedDate,
ProductName,
Count(1) AS qty

FROM ProductPurchaces
WHERE ShippedDate BETWEEN 4/1/1998’ AND ‘5/1/1998’

AND prd.productname = ‘seedlings’
GROUP BY

cst.CompanyName,
ord.ShippedDate,
prd.ProductName

By denormalizing  the tables, we eliminate the complexities, associated with joins. The downsize of
this process is that it increases data redundancy.

This is sufficient place to introduce OLAP based approach. Example of the one particular OLAP model
is in the Figure 2.7. It was design as Sales cube. Keeping all source tables in normalized view, we
enhance our model with special table called fact table (see sales_fact_1997).

Structure like this are the basic platform for OLAP models. Working with this structure we need new
language – Multidimensional Expression (MDX).

2.3.3. The OLAP model with Data Mining (DM) support
This paragraph describes Data Mining (DM) in a context of the currently used database systems. We
suppose further, that  serious comparison and testing of the existing DM methods is very
important for GVM design at least for the following reasons:

a) GUHA method helps us to find new relationships between data in comparison with
currently used DM algorithms. Is it true ?
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b) What is the difference between GUHA and existing DM algorithms and how is it
dependent on the data patterns ?

c) Is it possible (and reasonable) to try to combine GUHA and other DM algorithms ?

There are at least two reasons why DM algorithms can be useful for organization’s stores of data: to
make sense of their past and to make predictions about their future. The kind of information an
organization wants determines the kind of model it builds and the algorithms applied to the structured
data.

Directed Data Mining
In order to perform a directed data-mining operation, all the known factors, or input variables, need to
be given so that the data-mining engine can find the best correlations of those attributes to a rule within
the data-mining model. The prediction is based on unknown values or target variables, meaning that
data-mining engine will find the most likely value for those missing values based on the known values
provided with the input variables.
Directed data mining uses the most popular data-mining techniques and algorithms, such as decision
trees. It classifies data for use in making predictions or estimate with the goal of deriving target values -
in fact, it’s the request for target values that gives directed data mining its “direction”.

Undirected Data Mining
Because undirected data mining isn’t used to make predictions, target values aren’t required. Instead,
the data is placed in a format that makes it easier for us to make sense of. For example, an online
bookseller wanted to organize his book’s list in accordance with reader’s groups. The data could reveal
that readers of science fiction are men with technical education, living in large and medium cities.
Clustering is the algorithm commonly used for mining historical data. Data are classified in accordance
with it’s properties and each group of similar objects are represented by a profile.
There is also possible to use clustering in combination with decision trees algorithm. In this case
clustering is the only first step in the process used to define broad groups. Once groups are established,
directed data mining is used on groups that are of particular interest.

GUHA and Directed / Undirected Data Mining
It is open question how the GUHA can be applied from this point of view. As we know, there is One
serious problem with the  GUHA database applications  relates to the complexity of the task in
dependency on number of attributes (literals) included in the antecedent and succedent
One possible way how to decrease this complexity is a combination of two methods – clustering as the
first method and then the GUHA.

The OLAP model with Data Mining (DM) support takes into consideration multidimensional nature of
the OLAP storage unit – the cube - and Data mining algorithm ( Fig. 2.8). Decision trees algorithm was
applied for a cube  specified with the  set of dimensions on the left site of the figure 2.8.  The result of
the union of Data mining algorithm and set of dimensions is a new OLAP model with DM support
called “Customer Pattern Discovery”. This model may be used for investigation of relationships
between customer’s cards and other customer’s properties. Let say, we are interesting in customers who
have the gold card (Fig. 2.9). We can see that the gold card owners dominant feature is the yearly
income equal or higher to 150 000 $. Next step in this direction let us to know, that almost all “golden”
customers are married (Fig. 2.10).

2.4. The Decision Support Modeling Framework

A typical problems with the GUHA outputs are:
- a lot of verified hypotheses,
- semantic interpretation of them ( excluding trivial assertions)

To many analytical results are not acceptable by decision makers. They usually need  a small set of
comprehensive alternatives, with well understandable criteria, relevant to a decision process.
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The GUHA – Decision Support Modeling framework relates to the General Framework for the GVM
design in accordance with the Figure 2.11. Node 3 was described in previous paragraphs. We focus
attention on the node 4, which is new.

Decision making in a complex environment requires knowledge to be continuously organized. Such
organizing combines a deductive approach and a system (inductive) approach.  The essence of
organization relates to analyzing and structuring hierarchies. These hierarchies are divided into two
types: structural and functional

In contrast, functional hierarchies decompose complex systems into their constituent parts in
accordance to their essential relationships. Such functional hierarchies help people to steer a system
toward a desired goal – like conflict resolution or efficient performance.

General Framework for the GVM DesignGeneral Framework for the GVM Design

Node 1: Information Gathering, 
Classification and cleaning

Node 2: Structuring information
In accordance with RDM rules

Node 3: Analytical Processing

Node 4: Decision Support 
Modeling

FW3: GUHA – DSM
Framework

Hypotheses driven
loop

Decision driven
loop

Fig. 2.11.

Typical simplified hierarchy structure using for decisions is in the Fig. 2.12. This structure includes
three types of nodes. Objective node, a set of Criteria nodes (which may include a hierarchy of sub-
criteria)  and Alternative nodes.
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Typical Simplified HierarchyTypical Simplified Hierarchy

C 1

C 1,1 C 1,2

C 1,2.1

Criteria

Sub-criteria

Sub-criteria

Criteria may include one or more clusters 
of sub-criteria

Objective

Criteria 1 Criteria 2 Criteria j

Alternative 1 Alternative k

Fig. 2.12.

There are some important rules, which must be applied during a design of a Hierarchy structure:

Rule 1: Hierarchical Levels Templates:  These templates include recommended levels like
“uncontrollable environmental constrains”, “risk scenarios”, “controllable systematic constrains”,
“overall objectives of the system”, “actors”, “actors objectives”, “exploratory scenarios”, and
“composite scenarios”.
Rule 2: A set of recommended steps for a design of a hierarchy: This rule includes steps like “identify
the overall goal”, “identify the sub-goals”, “identify criteria”, “identify sub-criteria under each
criterion”, “identify the actors involved”, and “identify the actors’ goals”. We can see that both rules
include “hidden interface” to GUHA.  These “hidden interfaces” are the “exploratory scenarios” in
Rule 1 and the “identify sub-criteria under each criterion” in Rule 2.

There are two reasons why we are interesting in a usage of hypotheses(the GUHA) for a decision
support:

- to understand what criteria are important for a decision process
- to understand hierarchy and preferences..

We explain the most important ideas of the decision process using samples. These samples relate
to the research presented this year on the ISAHP symposium in Switzerland /11/.

Sample 1. Decision Support Tree
Decision Support Tree used for the choice of the optimum variant of management of radwaste
from NPP’s includes the Goal node and the first hierarchical level of criteria (C1, .. C4) (Fig.
2.13a). Criteria “Global Factors” include three lower level sub-criteria (Fig. 2.13b).
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GOAL: 
RETROSPECTIVE OF CHOICE OF OPTIMUM 
VARIANT OF MANAGEMENT OF RADWASTE               
FROM NPPs

C1: TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

C2: ECONOMICAL AND OPERATIONAL 
ASPECTS 

C3: SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL  

C4: GLOBAL FACTORS 

Fig. 2.13a.

C4: GLOBAL FACTORS

C4.1: ATTITUDE OF NEIGHBORING 
STATES 

C4.2: TERRORISM

C4.3: GLOBAL FACTORS

Fig. 2.13b.
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Decision making process includes seven phases:

1.  Problem identification and research
2.  Eliminate Infeasible Alternatives
3.  Build an AHP Model
4.  Make Judgments
5.  Synthesize
6.  Examine and Verify the Decision
7.  Present and Document the Decision

The first phase involves three components which seems to be interesting in a relation to the GUHA:
- Identify the problem
- Identify the objectives and alternatives
- Research the alternatives and criteria

The objectives and alternatives identification can be done by two ways:
- using a top-down approach ( objectives are identified firstly and then the alternatives)
- using a bottom-up approach ( alternatives are identified firstly and then the objectives)

SSttaarrttiinngg  wwiitthh  tthhee  OObbjjeeccttiivveess  IImmpplliieess  tthhee  TToopp--DDoowwnn  SSttrruuccttuurriinngg  FFeeaattuurree
Top-down structuring is better suited for decisions of a strategic nature where the objectives are better
understood or known than the alternatives.  Top-level objectives are identified followed by the
identification of sub-objectives.

SSttaarrttiinngg  wwiitthh  tthhee  AAlltteerrnnaattiivveess  IImmpplliieess  tthhee  BBoottttoomm--UUpp  SSttrruuccttuurriinngg  FFeeaattuurree
Bottom-up structuring is best suited for situations where the alternatives  are better understood than the
objectives.  The pros and cons of the alternatives are used to help identify the objectives that can  then
be clustered into groups.

We should investigate an influence of each particular alternative to the appropriate criteria .This
investigation should concern of alternative’s properties.

Sample 2: Bottom-up Structuring
The technological parameters of alternatives (T Systems)  are well understood (see tab. 2.1).
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TSyst 1

TSyst 2

TSyst 3

TSyst 4

RW St.

M

H

H

M

AoRad

M

H

L

H

SurC

L

M

M

M

ToxL

M

M

L

L

• TSyst – Technological systems tuples

• RWSt – Radwaste Stability

• H, M, L – High, Medium, Low – nominal values after conversion

FW3: BottomFW3: Bottom--Up Structuring ExampleUp Structuring Example

• AoRad
• SurC
• ToxL

– Amount of Radionuclides

– Surface Contamination
– Toxicity Level

C4 – Technological 
Parameters

Tab. 2.1.

From a viewpoint of these parameters we are interesting to evaluate hypotheses about associations
between parameters and a possibility, that radwaste could used  by terrorists.

The GUHA method might be used for improvement of  Top-down structuring when we investigate an
influence of each particular T System to the C4.2: TERRORISM .
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3. The GVM Concept

Almost 40 years of the GUHA method existence covers more than five generations of the computer
machine’s generations, staring with the classical SISD (Single Instruction Single Data) architectures
typical for the majority of a mainframes in the sixties up to the current highly distributed component
based architectures. Already in the 1980’s during the development of the fifth generation computer
systems /12/ there were developed three fundamental directions (inference machine, relational
machine, abstract data type support machine) which covered knowledge architecture.
Many of ideas of those times strongly influenced a scientific research in the Czechoslovakia. Specially
classification and relationship analysis /13,14,15/ were subject of a research in the analysis of a hidden
information using various database architectures /16,17/.  Even now, the techniques and algorithms
developed at those time seems to be very effective to cover some analytical needs of a nowadays. Even
more, they may be efficiently combined with hypotheses generations and decision support. The final
result of a such “melting pot” strategy could be very progressive. But many depends on well
understanding of a “thinking” pipelines in accordance with the Fig. 2.1. We try to divide the problem of
the “Workflow - IT Components” mapping into two particular views – a Logical and a Physical.

The Logical View
This part of the GVM Concept describes functional aspects of the GUHA virtual machine. It captures
IT realizable parts of workflows and converts them into functional and logical diagrams. The Logical
View reflects the Architect’s thinking and understanding.

The Physical View
This part of the GVM Concept describes implementation aspects of the GUHA virtual machine. It
captures components and component’s structures needed to cover functional aspects. The Physical
View reflects the Designer’s thinking and understanding.

In addition to these views there is the third view – Deployment – which covers all realizations of the
particular pair of Concepts (Logical, Physical) in the particular IT environment. This part is beyond
the scope of the scientific research and will be covered in dependency on the needs of the stages of
the research project OC 274.001.

The combination of the first two views gives us necessary flexibility to overcome the gap between
mathematical abstractions and the methods, which will be offered by the component infrastructure.

3.1. The GVM Logical View
Existing version of the GUHA method known as GUHA PC includes three modules (Fig.3.1).

GUHA Environment module

GUHA Working module

GUHA Interpretation module

Fig. 3.1.

The first module (GUHA Environment) helps a user to prepare all necessary parameters which are
needed for hypotheses processing.  Source data for this module are taken from a flat relational tables or
from a Excel spreadsheets. There is zero support of  SQL language support for direct elaboration with
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source data during their transformation from database (spreadsheet) format into GUHA matrix format.
The second module (GUHA Working) supports generation of interesting hypotheses and their
verification. Computational complexity of this GUHA module reflects the GUHA main principle, that
there are generated ALL possible combinations of literals (expressions “<Attribute>, <Operator>,
<Attribute’s Value>)  for Antecedent and Succedent. All relevant assertions is an output from this
module. The third module (GUHA Interpretation) let a user to see all relevant assertions and to choose
these assertions which are close enough to his decision needs.
The most important processing steps within GUHA Environment module are described in the Fig. 3.2.
User interface is supported by the very simple GUHA control language. Parameters for the second
GUHA module are generated as an output of the final phase of processing.

ODBC/DAO,
XLS

GUHA control 
language (gcl)

DB Tables,
XLS Tables

Parameters for 
Hypotheses 
generation

Human Interface

Phase 1a

Phase 1b

Phase 1c

Fig. 3.2.

The GUHA working module (Fig.3.3) is responsible for hypotheses processing.

GUHA Engine: Generation of 
Interest Hypothesis and their 

verification

Matrices, 
relevant to the 

Source data

All relevant 
assertions

Phase 2a Phase 2b

Phase 2c

Fig. 3.3.

It is not simple to analyze a lot of assertions – for this purpose we use GUHA Interpretation module
(Fig. 3.4). The problem is, that a form of the assertions is more matrix-oriented then SQL oriented. The
impact of this is a cumbersome interface in comparison with interfaces used in a modern relational
database systems.
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Phase 3a

GUHA Interpretation: Generation of 
Interest Hypothesis and their 

verification

Human Interface

Assertions which fulfill 
selection criteria

Phase 3b

Phase 3c

All relevant Assertions 

Phase 3a

Fig. 3.4.

A vision of a GVM Concept unify two directions (Fig. 3.5). The first one is relevant to the GUHA
theory and to the existing GUHA method implementations. The second directions would introduce new
RDB mechanisms.

Viewpoint 1

A 
Si

tu
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n 
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e 
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R
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I b
eg
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ni

ng
 

GUHA Theory and existing 
implementations

Modern Relational 
Database 

Management Systems

GUHA Virtual Machine (GVM) Concept

Viewpoint 2

Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.6 fixes the current situation from a viewpoint of the most important areas, which will influence
the GVM Concept and which are based on the GUHA original research, done in the Czech for almost
forty years.
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GUHA Theory

Matrices, Tables, 
DB Tables

GUHA+ LISp-Miner

Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.7 fixes the starting situation from a viewpoint of the most important areas, which will influence
the GVM Concept and which relate to the modern relational database systems. When we compare this
figure with the figure 3.6 we can see that the most important difference captures two new engines –
SQL and MDX.

SQL Engine, MDX Engine

DB Tables, 
Views, Cubes

Other Modules

Fig. 3.7.

The first very general GVM Concept is in the Fig. 3.8. We distinguish four basic blocks. The GVM/HI
will support a Human Interface. The GVM/DB will be responsible for all database oriented procedures
and for exchange procedures between a database and other GVM blocks. The GVM/E block
encapsulates all GUHA kernel procedures and internal data (matrices). The new block is a GVM/DSM.
This block will be responsible for an interface to the decision support area outside a GVM Concept.
This block will allow to control assertions choice in dependency on the needs of decision makers.
Each basic GVM block relates to the combination of working groups (WG). The particular working
group number is the same as specified in the basic COST 274 document.
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GVM / HI (A)
(WG1, WG2, WG3)

GVM / E
(WG1, WG2)

GVM / DB
(WG1, WG2, WG3)

Matrices DB Tables,
Cubes

Phase 1aPhase 1b

Phase 2a

Phase 2b

GVM / DCM
(WG1, WG2,WG3)

Phase 3a Phase 3b

AHP/ANP
(WG3)

Phase 4

Fig. 3.8.

3.2. The GVM Physical View

The natural basement for a GVM implementation is a Architecture supporting analytical processing
(Fig. 3.9). It helps to create new analytical space through OLAP cubes using Decision Support Objects
(DSO).

Analysis Manager

Decision Support 
Objects (DSO)

Analysis Server

OLAP DB with Dimension and Fact tables OLAP Cube

Fig. 3.9.

There are two phases of a Cube processing (Fig. 3.10). The first phase creates abstract structure
consists of dimensions. The second phase (learning) fills cube structure with a data pattern. The result
aggregates represents necessary analytical knowledge.
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Dimension map

Process dimension

Process cube
Dimension table

Fact table

Cube map

Cube detail

Cube
aggregations

Fig. 3.10.

Till now the GUHA supports interface to the relational databases (RDB) missing analytical interface
(Fig. 3.11). Even more, there is no special difference between OLTP and OLAP technologies, because
the current GUHA doesn’t take into account problems relating to the “dirty” data in the OLTP format.
It is not too important for desktop databases. Quite different situation is in the server database.

FW2: GUHA FW2: GUHA –– DB DB 
Structuring Framework CurrentStructuring Framework Current

Hypotheses generation

R Table -> G Matrix Conversion

Hypotheses verification

Relevant assertions presentation

RDB

RDB Engine
User Interface

User Interface

Flat tables: Attributes, tuples

OLTP 
technology

Fig. 3.11.

There are various ways how to replace “RDB” interface with a Analytical one. Two possibilities are
demonstrate in the Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. The first possibility converts Cubes into GUHA matrix
compatible format. Next processing phases are similar as in nowadays. The second possibility supposes
a design of a client applications for the input part (with OLAP interface) and output part.
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FW1: GUHA FW1: GUHA –– AP AP 
Framework 1Framework 1

Hypotheses generation

Cubes -> GUHA Matrix Conversion

Hypotheses verification

Relevant assertions presentation

MOLAP

OLAP Engine
User Interface

User Interface

Cubes: Measures, Dimensions,
Levels, Cells

OLAP 
technology

Fig. 3.12.

Still open is a distribution of GVM components between Client and Server site. This problems concern
of the OLAP architecture (Fig. 3.14) and particularly the way how ADO MD will be used.

FW1: GUHA FW1: GUHA –– AP AP 
Framework 2Framework 2

Hypotheses generation

Hypotheses verification

Client Application

MOLAP

OLAP Engine
User Interface

User Interface

Cubes: Measures, Dimensions,
Levels, Cells

OLAP 
technology

Client Application

Fig. 3.13.
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FW1: Client Application and OLAP FW1: Client Application and OLAP 
ArchitectureArchitecture

Client Application

ADO  MD ADO MD

OLE DB for OLAP OLE DB

SQL Server

Pivot table services

Analysis services

MDX SQL

Fig. 3.14.

ADO MD includes set of very powerful objects for the Catalog maintenance, Cube and Dimensions
definition, Hierarchy and Level modeling and for processing of aggregates (a Cellset, a Cell, a Axis,
a Position) as it is in the Fig. 3.15.

FW1: ADO MD Object ModelFW1: ADO MD Object Model
Catalog

Axis

CubeDef

Position

Dimension

Hierarchy

Level

Member

CellSet

Cell

Fig. 3.15.
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4. 2002 Research Objectives

The GVM Framework and the GVM Concept are loosely coupled research areas. The first one is
necessary from a viewpoint of workflow understanding and an analytical tasks specification. The
second is important from a viewpoint of architecture development and a component based design.
To cover both research areas we propose following list of research items (RI) for the 2002:

RI1: An improvement and enhancement of a GUHA kernel procedures (unknown values
processing, new / modified quantifiers)

RI2: An improvement of a statistic’s logs in accordance with a different data types processed by
the GUHA kernel.

RI3: A research and development of a new interface, more suitable for analytical interpretation
of hypotheses (the Logical View)

RI4: A research of an influence of database statistics received from various databases to the
GUHA tasks specification.

 RI5: A research of a possibility to use combination of Data mining techniques in dependency on
database patterns.
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